




Awake RÄVIK is developed and as-
sembled in Limhamn, southern 
Sweden by a dedicated team of se-
nior mechanical- and electro engi-
neers, product designers, and pro-
duction industry professionals. The 
common goal; to deliver a healthy 
dose of exhilaration and adrenali-
ne thanks to unmatched power and 
performance. All this within a clean 
and elegant body.

The RÄVIK





The Awake Experience symbolizes 
the impact that the RÄVIK has on 
the rider – a perfect balance of 
exhilaration, adrenaline, and power.

By adjusting the output power in 
the Awake mobile app, the board is 
easily adapted to beginners as well 
as experts.

The Awake Experience





Awake design is a leading Scan-
dinavian expression of power and 
agility within a clean and elegant 
body. Attention has been given to 
features which ensure ease-of-
use without compromising the thril-
ling riding experience.

The result is an aggressive machi-
ne made with the user in mind, infu-
sing technical advancements with 
attractive looks.

Scandinavian heritage





Crafted from high-end composites, 
the RÄVIK challenges the user with 
aggressive power. 

The slim rear offers rapid response 
and high agility, while the stream-
lined body design is sculpted with 
acute attention to 
hydrodynamics. 

The RÄVIK is built for superior ac-
celeration, sharp corners and, fast 
straights. From nose to nozzle, it’s 
a purpose-built speed machine.

Design by engineering





RÄVIK Specs

Top speed 

Run time

Exchangeable battery

Carbon fibre body

Dimensions

Mobile app

Weight

Custom power output

30 knots / 56 kph / 35 mph

40 minutes of mixed riding

Yes

Yes

mm: 1790 x 610 x 226 
inch: 70,5 x 24 x 8,9

Yes

35 kg / 77 Ibs

Yes, three different modes

Acceleration

Charge time

Wireless throttle

0-50 kph in 4 seconds

80 minutes

Yes





RÄVIK AccessoriesRÄVIK Components

Charger

Fidlock™ Handle strap

RÄVIK Battery pack

Power key

Fidlock™ handle receptacle 

Information screen

RÄVIK carbon hull

Battery pack locking

Binding mount

Battery pack module

Awake signature deck pad

Magnetic power key connector

Jet cover

Awake Throttle



RÄVIK Mobile App

The RÄVIK appeals to children and 
adrenaline-hungry athletes alike.

Awake focuses on cutting-edge 
technology in everything from 
performance to intelligent, internal 
systems.

The Awake mobile app enables 
the customization of power output 
depending on rider preferences. 
It also informs the user of battery 
life, estimated riding time and a 
quick-start guide.






